DRS Potential Schedule Dates

These are the current potential Drag Race School dates.
For Standard Sessions please email me all the dates you are
interested in ken@kenlowe.com.au
The more dates you select the easier it is to get your schedule
matched up with other participants.
For One on One session select any date you desire providing we have
at least two weeks notice and we can do your 1on1 session.
I have several individual clients all awaiting someone else to select a
date to coincide with theirs so we can schedule a DRS session. If you
haven’t sent in your complete application form, please include with
this schedule information. Gift certificates are available.
NOTE: All booking dates MUST be made at least two weeks in advance so
track hire, ambulance and fire crews can be organized. Scheduling track
availability can push this out even further as I can give no guarantees until a
booking is to be made with the race track along with payment at that time. I
must point out that I have no control over the weather and by the nature of
the sport of Drag Racing we cannot race in wet conditions and certainly not
put inexperienced drivers in a dangerous and unsafe environment. If it rains
our only option is to reschedule.
In the 12 years of doing the Drag Race School we went for ten years without
a single rain out, although we did get close to a rain out, a couple of times.
The last couple of years we have had a few of them and it causes pain for
everyone. I wish there was an alternative but you need a clean, dry and

sticky surface to launch a 800HP car to the ground and you can't do that if it
is raining. One thing to remember .... this in NOT an Amusement Ride, this is
a real race car on a real race track. It is not a normal car with the inside
paneling pulled out, open exhaust and some stickers on it to look like a race
car. Even with novice drivers on a lease program, this car has led what is
considered by many to be the toughest championship series in Australia, the
Willowbank Championship, and the DRS car has done this several times,
unfortunately for our team we did not win the Championship in the end,
although we did come close a few times and all of this was with first year
drivers. When you consider the experience and skill levels of the competitors
in the other lane, many of them having raced for decades, this is a big
accomplishment for a novice driver. I should point out here that when the
Willowbank Track Championship was won, it was a "sister" Ken Lowe car to
our DRS car that has won 9 of the last 10 championships. When I say a sister
car, I mean the car (chassis) is identical except for a bracket or two and all the
cars have different engines.
After 47 years of drag racing myself I have gotten used to living with the
schedule disruptions, although it can be frustrating for all of us.

SCHEDULE
We conduct Drag Race School sessions on
Tuesday and Wednesdays. We need at
least two weeks advance schedule to
organize track hire, fire and ambulance
crews. Standard sessions are a minimum
of two clients. “One on One” sessions are
available almost every week. Select the
session dates you want and give us a call
to organize. We can discuss available
dates but we will not book a session until
an application form has been completed
in full and returned to us.

